it’s
green...

… it’s
smart and it
makes you
independent

Nedap brings a revolution in power:
The PowerRouter
The PowerRouter is the ideal solution for self-use. It directs and converts energy from any power source to where and when it’s needed.
Store it, use it, or feed it into the grid. Make energy, save money, or
even earn money.
Just connect solar energy and batteries to the PowerRouter and
monitor and control where and when you use it. The PowerRouter
allows you to optimize, control and manage your self-generated
energy. The PowerRouter is perfectly equipped to make the most
efficient use of the self-use regulations. Use your own energy
whenever you need it most.
You’re in charge.
There are seven reasons to visit our stand
at Intersolar to talk about the possibilities
of the PowerRouter and make the most of
your self-use options: It’s green...

…and it’s
all in one
The PowerRouter is more than just an inverter,
it’s a fully integrated power management system
for different sources of renewable energy. This
means that hardware and software were created
with today’s requirements – and future developments– in mind.

…and it’s
easy as
1-2-3
Most on-grid and off-grid systems involve
complex installation procedures. No other
system is this easy to install. The PowerRouter is quite literally ‘plug and play’.

…and it’s
on-line
Connect the PowerRouter to the internet,
log on to the myPowerRouter.com web
portal, and remotely monitor and control
the PowerRouter from anywhere, anytime.

…and it’s
solid as
a rock
With a PowerRouter installed, a reliable energy
supply is guaranteed. It gives you control over
how you use your self-generated energy. Once
the batteries are connected, you have an
integrated backup system to optimize self-use
and to handle grid failures. You will never
be dependent on energy providers again.

…and it
saves you
money

The PowerRouter can help you save money on
ever increasing energy prices. Solar power is
free. Use it directly or store it in batteries so the
PowerRouter can make the most of your selfgenerated solar power. You’re in charge of your
own energy. Forever.

…and it’s
globally
local, or
locally
global

The PowerRouter has been designed so you
can easily adapt to any changes in feed-in
tariffs, local regulations and requirements. The
system can be adapted in any way that suits
your situation, thanks to its ‘connect and grow’
capabilty. You decide, you’re in charge.

…and it’s
the future
There’s no doubt that the future for fossil fuels
or renewable energy will evolve. And you can
be part of this movement today, by using the
PowerRouter to manage your own renewable
energy sources and usage. Be prepared for the
future just the way you like it.

Discover the revolution of power
We would like to welcome you to the
Nedap stand Nr. B5.370 – Halle B5 at
Intersolar, where we can show you all the
self-use potential of the PowerRouter, and
how it can be adapted to your situation.
Or you can get in touch with us through
www.PowerRouter.com/eigenverbrauch
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The PowerRouter is your ultimate green energy system.
It’s fully integrated, it’s reliable, it makes you independent,
and most of all; it saves you money.
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